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ABSTRACT
The concept of equivalence for elements of [P(n)]m [4] is a 
generalization of the notion of equivalence for one-variable functions 
defined on a Post chain [10,11]. Several characterizations of the 
equivalence classes of this relation are presented here, yielding consider 
able insight into the structural properties of this important relation.
The classes are then related to various ideals and filters of the Post
algebra.
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I . INTRODUCTION
In an earlier report [4], the authors introduced a generalization 
of the concept of equivalence of one-variable functions defined on a Post 
chain [10,11], This generalization includes the elements of 
G[p(n) the Post algebra of all k-variable functions defined
on P(n). In an attempt to discover the properties of this relation, 
several theorems were established, characterizing its equivalence classes 
in terms of products y-R, where R = [r= r ^ ..r € [p(n)]m |0 < r ± < n-1 for 
all i = l,...,m} and y€[p(n)]m . Unfortunately, this characterization does 
not yield much information on the nature of the equivalence classes.
It is our goal in this report to present several results which 
will reveal more of the structure of these classes. The theorems given in 
the sequel fall roughly into three catagories. The first characterization 
of the class [y] will be in terms of its Z-class, the set of all m-tuples 
in [p(n)]m having zeros for exactly those components that y does. Next 
it will be shown that each such class is an interval, both of whose 
endpoints are determined by the smallest member of [p_.(n)]m which is at 
least as great as y [4]. Finally, [y] will be decomposed as a direct 
product of k chains, the integer k depending on the element y.
2After these various characterizations of the classes [y] have 
been established, several of them, together with a result of DuCasse and 
Metze [4], will be used to relate these equivalence classes to the ideals 
and filters of the algebra [p(n)]m . It is hoped that these results will 
give us a better knowledge not only of the relation of equivalence for 
Post functions, but also of the nature and structure of Post algebras 
themselves.
II. Z-CLASSES
In DuCasse and Metze [4], the equivalence classes [y] of the 
relation ~  - equivalence were characterized as products Y*R = R*Y, where Y 
is the smallest element of [p (n)]m which is greater than or equal to y;
D
that is, [y] = Y*R = R*Y. We will make use of this result to give another 
characterization of the classes [y] in terms of the sets given in the 
following definition.
DEFINITION 1: If y = y^...y £ [P(n)]m , the Z-class of y, denoted by
[[y]], is {<w = w 1..,wm € [P(n)]m |wi = 0 if and only if y^ = o}.
Thus the elements of [[y]] have zeros for exactly those components that y
does and are the only such elements of the Post algebra [P(n)]m . As an
3
example of a Z-class in a Post lattice, consider the algebra [P(3)3 of
3
Figure 1 and the element y = 120 of this lattice. The members of [P(3)] 
having zeros for just their third components are 110, 120, 210 and 220.
3FIGURE 1
[P(3) ] 3 AND THE Z-CLASS [[120]]
4Thus [[l20]] = {ll0,120,210,220}. Note that this is also the ~  - equivalence 
class determined by 120 [4]. We will now show that this is always the case 
in any lattice [p(n)]m .
THEOREM 2; For each element y 6 [P(n)]m , [[y]”] = Y-R.
PROOF: Let w£[[y]]. Then w^ = 0 if and only if y^ = 0. We must find
an element r € R such that w = Y-r. Let w = w,..,w and Y = Y„...Y .1 m 1 m
Define r = r....r by taking r. to be w. if w. ^ 0, and choosing 1 m 1 1 1 s &
ri = ki ^or some integer satisfying 0 < k^ < n-1 if w = 0. Hence
r^ ^ 0 for all i = l,...,m, and it follows that r € R. Also, Y-r
^ (Y . a.Y ) * (r-... .r ) = v.,. .v , where each v. is min{Y. ,r. } . If i m i  m l r n  1 1 1
Y. = n-1, then v. = min{Y.,r.} = min{n-l,r.} = r.. Since w. = 0 is 
1 1 1 1  1 1  1
equivalent to y^ = 0 and y, = 0 is equivalent to Y, = 0 by definition
of Y [4], then w. = 0 if and only if Y. = 0. As Y. = n-1, w. ^ 0.
Therefore r. = w.; that is, (Y-r). = w.. Now assume Y. =0. Then 
1 1  1 1  1
v. = min{Y.,r.} = min{0,r.} = 0. Since Y. = 0, w. = 0. Hence,1 1 1  1 1 1
vi = Wi’ that is, (Y-r)^ = w^. Thus in either case, (Y-r)^ = w^. As 
this holds for all i = 1,...,m, we have Y-r = w. Since r € R, w € Y- R; 
that is, [[y]] g  Y-R.
For the converse inclusion, let w€Y-R. Then there exists an
element r € R  such that w = Y-r. Thus for all i = l,...,m, w. = (Y-r). =3 1 1
Y.-r. = min{Y.,r.}. We must show that w. = 0 if and only if Y. = 0. 
1 1 1 1  1 J 1
If w = 0, then miniY.,r.3 = 0 = Y. because r. ^ 0. On the other hand, 
if Y^ = 0, then w^ = min{Y^,r^} = min{0,r^} = 0. Therefore w^ = 0 is 
equivalent to Y. = 0. Since Y. = 0 if and only if =0, it follows
5that w. = 0 is equivalent to = 0; that is, w€[[y]]. Consequently,
CCy]] = y -r .
Since [y] = Y*R [4], we immediately obtain our desired result.
COROLLARY 3: For each element y in [p(n)]m , [[y]] = [y].
In light of Corollary 3, the following results, whose analogues 
for the classes [y] were established in DuCasse and Metze [4], are true 
for the Z-classes [[y]]:
(1) If b £ [Pg(n)]m , then [Lb]] = b-R.
(2) The Z-classes [[b]], where b€[ p  (n)]m , partition [p(n)]m .
D
(3) Each Z-idass [[y]] contains a unique element of [p (n)]m , namely Y.D
(4) For any y€[p(n)]m , y - R C  [[y]].
(5) For any y€[P(n)]m , y-R = [Cy]] if and only if y € [ P B (n)]m .
Corollary 3 also allows us to enumerate the elements of each
equivalence class [y]. Since [y] = [[y]], an element w of [y] must have
zeros for exactly the same components as y does. The other components of
w may assume any of the n-1 values l,...,n-l. If y has & components which
are zero, then it has m-X nonzero components. Thus the class [y] contains 
m-A(n-1) elements. We have therefore established the following result.
COROLLARY 4 : If y = y^...y^ £ [P(n)]m and y has k nonzero components,
1cthen the cardinality of [yJ is (n-1) .
62
As an example of this corollary, the class [l20] of [p (3)] contains 
2(3-1) = 4 elements because 120 has k = 2 nonzero components. We have
already seen this to be true; in fact, [120] = [[120]] = {110,120,210,220}. 
For a more substantial illustration, consider the element 32010 of [p (4)]^. 
The cardinality of [32010] is (4-1) = 27. The elements of [32010] are
11010, 11020, 11030, 12010, 12020, 12030, 13010, 13020, 13030, 21010,
21020, 21030, 22010, 22020, 22030, 23010, 23020, 23030, 31010, 31020,
31030, 32010, 32020, 32030, 33010, 33020, and 33030.
Certainly Corollary 3 provides us with a much faster way of finding
the elements of [y] than did the definition of equivalence for elements of 
[p(n)]m [4]. This corollary, however, does not tell us much about the 
structure of the equivalence classes [y]. We now present several results 
relating these classes to certain intervals of the lattice [p(n)]m . These 
theorems will provide us with more information on the nature of the relation 
of ^  - equivalence.
III. INTERVAL THEOREMS
The concept of interval is defined for Post algebras just as it 
is for other lattices. If v, w€[p(n)]m and v<w, then the interval [v,w] 
is defined to be [t€[p(n)]m |v < t < w} . The interval [v,v] is merely 
{v}. As an example of an interval in a Post algebra, consider [l00,20l] in 
[p(3)] . This interval consists of the elements 100, 101, 200 and 201;
O
for these are the members t of [p (3)] satisfying 100 < t < 201. In this 
section we present two characterizations of the classes [y] in terms of
7various intervals of the lattice [P(n)]m . The first of these employs 
intervals whose left endpoints are zero. As a notational convenience in 
the proof of this result, let A denote the set {w € [p(n)]m | w € [P^(n)] and 
w < y } for a given y in [P(n)]m .
THEOREM 5 : Let y€[p(n)]m . Then [y] = [e ,Y ] - U [0,b].
b 6 A
PROOF; Let w € [y]. Since [y] = Y*R [4], there exists an element r £ R
such that w = Y*r. Then w < Y. Therefore 0 < w < Y; that is, w€[0,Y]
Now assume that w 6 U [0,b]. Then there exists an element d in
b € A
[p (n).]m , jd < -Y, such that w€[0,d]. Thus 0 < w < d. If we regard w B
and d as m-tuples Wj.-.w, and d ^ . ^  respectively, then w < d implies 
that w. = 0 whenever d. = 0. Since d < Y, there exists an integer j,l l
1 < i < m, such that d. = 0 and Y. ^ 0. Now d, = 0 implies that w. = 0 
Therefore w^ = 0 and Y 4- 0. But by Corollary 3, [y] = [[y]]. Hence, 
w€[[y]]. We have seen in the proof of Theorem 2 that w€[[y]] implies 
that w. = 0 if and only if Y^ = 0. Thus we have a contradiction. 
Therefore w £ U [0 ,b] . Together with w €[0,y ], this implies that
b € A
[y] c  [0 ,Y] - U [0,b]. 
bG A
For the converse inclusion, let w €[9,y ] - U [0,b]. Then w €  [9,y ]
b e A
and w £  U [0,b]. Since w €[0,y ], it follows that w < Y. Therefore, 
b € A
if Y. = 0  then w. = 0. It remains to show that w. = 0 implies Y. = 0. 
l i  i i
Assume the contrary; that is, suppose w^ = 0 and Y^ 4- 0. Define
d = d-...d by taking d, to be Y. if j f  i, and choosing d, = 0.I m  j j i
As w < Y, then w^  ^< Y^ for all i = l,...,m. Thus w^ < d^ for all 
j = l,...,m and j ^ i. But the assumption that w^ = 0 implies w^ < d^«
8Therefore w. < d. for all i = l,...,m; that is, w < d. Since 9 < w,
J “ J “
we have w€[9,d]. As every component d^ of d is either 0 or n-1, it
follows that d£[ p  (n)]m . Also, by the definition of d, d < Y.B
Therefore wG U [9,b], which is a contradiction. Hence, w. = 0 
b 6 A
implies that Y^ = 0. Thus w. = 0 if and only if Y^ = 0. Since y and
Y have zeros for exactly the same components, w. = 0 is equivalent to
y^ = 0. By Definition 1, w€[[y]]. Therefore by Corollary 3, w € [y] .
Consequently, [9,y ] - U [9,b] c  [y], and the theorem follows.
b € A
As an example of this theorem, consider the class [y] = [02l] of [p (3)] .
The elements of this class are Oil, 012, 021 and 022. The element Y is
022. Thus [000,022] = {000,001,002,010,011,012,020,021,022}. The set A
is {000,002,020}. Therefore U [9,b] = [000,000] U [000,002]U [000,020] =
b€ A
{000} U {000,001,002} U {000,010,020} = {000,001,002,010,020}. It follows
that [0,Y] - U [9,b] = {011,012,021,022} = [021].
b € A
Theorem 5 characterizes the classes [y] in terms of intervals, 
but it is difficult to discern the form of these classes from this result. 
The next theorem, also an interval characterization, gives us more 
information about the structure of these equivalence classes.
THEOREM 6 ; Let y€[p(n)]m . Then [y] = [Y-e^Y].
PROOF: Let w € [y] . Since [y] = Y*R, there exists an element r € R  such
that w = Y*r. As U € R, it follows that U is the universal element of
R as well as of [P(n)]m . Also, e^ = jl^.j. 1^  [2] is the zero element of
m
R since e^€R and every m-tuple in R has all nonzero components. Thus
9every r in R satisfies e^ < r < U. Therefore w = Y*r satisfies
Y*e^ < w < Y; that isi w € [Y-e^jY].
For the converse inclusion, let w€[Y*e^,Y]. Then Y*e^ < w < Y.
Now w < Y is equivalent to Y*w = w. Let an element d be the m-tuple
whose ith component is the same as the ith component w. of w
whenever w^ ^ 0; that is, whenever 0 < w^ < n-1. For each component
w. of w which is zero, choose d to have some value satisfying 
J J
0 < dj <: n-1. Then every component of d is nonzero and, hence, d 6 R .
Since e^ =,JL .. l^has no zero components, it follows that Y*e^ and Y 
m
have the same components which have the value zero. As Y*e^ < w < Y, 
then w also has exactly these same components having the value zero.
We claim that Y*w = Y*d. For if w. ^ 0, then d. = w. by definitionl l l J
and, hence, Y.*w. = Y.*d.. On the other hand, if w. = 0  then Y. = 0.
9 l  l  l  l  * l  i
Hence, Y.*w. = Y.*d. = 0. Therefore this relationship holds in either 3 i l i i v
case. Since it holds for all i = l,...,m, we have Y*w = Y*d. But it 
has been shown that Y*w = w. Consequently, w = Y*d for some element 
d€R; that is, w€Y*R. As Y*R = [y], it follows that [y*e^,Y] c  [y] .
Letting y = U in Theorem 6 , we obtain [u] = [e^,ll]. Since [y] = Y*R, we 
immediately have the following result.
COROLLARY 7: In [p(n)]m , R = [e^u].
2
As an example of Theorem 6, consider the class [y] = [10l] in 0(3)] .
Then Y = 202. Since ex = 111, [Y-e^.Y] = [101,202], Thus [lOl] = [101,202],
2
Table 1 lists all the equivalence classes Y*R of [P(3)] and the
Y Y-R [Y-er  Y]
000 {ooo} [000,000]
002 {001,002} [001,002]
020 {010,020} [010,020]
022 {011,012,021,022} [011,022]
200 {100,200} [100,200]
202 {101,102,201,202} [101,202]
220 {110,120,210,220} [110,220]
222 {111,112,121,122,211,212,221,222} [111,222]
TABLE 1
O
THE CLASSES Y-R OF [p(3)] AND THE INTERVALS [Y-e^ y ]
11
corresponding intervals [y-e^Y], The class U-R = R = [e^u] = [ill,222]
q
is an example of Corollary 7, since the universal element U of [p(3)l is
222.
Theorem 6 gives us more insight into the form of the equivalence 
classes [y] than any previous result. Our next theorem, however, is an 
even more powerful result on the structure of these classes.
IV. THE STRUCTURE THEOREM
In this section, the ~  - equivalence classes [y] will be related 
to the chains P(n) which comprise the Post lattice [P(n)]m . More precisely, 
the equivalence classes will be related to chains of length n-1 in Post 
algebras built up from n-chains P(n). If n = 2, the chain of length n-l=l 
is not a Post chain. Thus we will adopt the notation C(n-l) for the chain 
of length n-1. This done, we now proceed to show that every equivalence 
class of [p(n)]m is a direct product of chains C(n-l).
THEOREM 8 ; Let y€[p(n)] . If y ^ 0, then [y] = [c(n-l)]^, where k is 
the number of nonzero components of y. If y = 0, then [y] =" C(l), the 
one-element chain. Furthermore, [y] is a sublattice of [p(n)]m .
PROOF: The case v = 9 is easily disposed of. Tn this rase3 [y] = e-R
= [©}, which is isomorphic to C(l), the one-element chain. Now assume 
y ^ 9. The set R itself consists of all m-tuples in [p(n)]m , none of 
whose components are zero. Thus each component can assume any one of 
the n-1 values l,...,n-l. These n-1 values form a chain which is
12
isomorphic to the chain C(n-l). Therefore R itself is just m copies
of C(n-l); that is, R = [c(n-l)]m .
Assume y has k nonzero components. Since y and Y have zeros for
precisely the same components, Y has k components having the value
n-1. Then the remaining m-k components of Y are zeros. We showed in
the proof of Theorem 6 that Y-e^ and Y have zeros for exactly the same
components. Let Y = Y....Y and assume Y. = n-1. Then (Y-e„) =i m 1 1 i
mintL{n-l,l} = 1. Also, in the product Y-r, where r € R, (Y-r)^ = 
min{n-l,r^} = r^. By Theorem 6 , for each number between 1 and n-1, 
there is at least one element of [y] = Y*R whose ith component has the 
value Thus for each nonzero component of Y, the corresponding 
component of the element Y-r can assume any one of the n-1 values 
l,...,n-l. As before, these n-1 values form a chain which is 
isomorphic to the chain C(n-l). Of course, if Y^ = 0 then the ith 
component of the product Y*r will also be zero regardless of which 
element r in R is chosen. Since it was assumed that y, and thus also 
Y,had k nonzero components, it follows that [y] = Y-R is just k copies 
of C(n-l); that is, [y] = [c(n-l)]k .
It is almost immediate that [y] = Y-R is a sublattice of [p(n)]m . 
For if v, w 6 [y], then there exist elements r, s £ R  such that v = Y-r 
and w = Y-s. Thus v-w = (Y-r)-(Y-s) = Y*(r-s) and v + w  = Y-r + Y-s = 
Y-(r + s). Certainly r + s £ R  and, since multiplication is performed 
componentwise, r-s€R. Therefore v-w and v + w  are elements of [y] ; 
that is, [y] is a sublattice of [P(n)]m .
13
As an illustration of Theorem 8, consider again the Post algebra [p (3)]^ of
O
Figure 1. The class [y] = [l2l] in [p (3)] is the left product 222*R = R ,
since Y = 222. According to Table 1, [12l] = {111,112,121,122,211,212,221,
222}. By Theorem 8, [12l] ~  [C(2)]  ^ because 121 has k = 3 nonzero components.
In the example just given, notice that the cardinality of the
class [l2l] is eight. This is easily calculated from Theorem 8 . As 
3[l2l] *= [c(2)] and the cardinality of C(2) is 2, it follows that the number
of elements in [l2l] is 2*2*2 = 8 . In fact, this argument can be carried
out in the general case, thereby yielding another proof of Corollary 4. 
inFor if y€[p(n)] and y has k nonzero components, then [y] ^  [c(n- 1)] by
Theorem 8 . Since C(n-l) has n-1 elements, it follows that [y] has
1c(n-1) X • ’ • X(n-l)t = (n-1) elements.
k 3
We have seen that the class 222*R = R is isomorphic to [c(2)] .
If we examine the rest of the ~  - equivalence classes of [p (3)] , we find
that 220-R = [c(2)]2, 202-R = [c(2)]2 , 200-R = C(2), 022-R = [c(2)]2,
020•R ^  C(2), 002*R ^  C(2) and 000*R*= C(l). Thus there is 1 equivalence 
3 3class of [p (3)] which is isomorphic to [c(2)] , 3 equivalence classes
2
which are isomorphic to Cc(2)] , 3 classes isomorphic to C(2), and one 
class isomorphic to C(l). In fact, in an arbitrary Post algebra [p(n)]m 
it is not difficult to enumerate the classes [y] which are isomorphic to 
the direct product [c(n-l)]^.
THEOREM 9: If n > 2 and 1 < k < m, the number of products b*R,
b € [ P B (n)]m , which are isomorphic to [c(n-l)]k is (^ ) = ^ 1 ^ 7 .
PROOF: The number of elements b in [p (n)]^ having k nonzero
B
14
m m. . ,components is (^) = ^  "^ 7 , since this is just the number of ways
of choosing the k nonzero components of b from its m components. As 
was shown in DuCasse and Metze [4], the products b*R, for b€[P_,(n)]m ,
D
partition the lattice [p(n)]m . Therefore these products are disjoint
m
for distinct elements b. Thus there is a total of (^) distinct 
classes b*R, where k is the number of nonzero components of b. Using 
Theorem 8 , each such set b*R is isomorphic to the direct product 
[c(n“l)]k. Therefore the total number of left products b'R which are
isomorphic to [ c ( n - l ) ] K is (i11) = 7-7 m.ky k'. (m-k) !
For n > 2, there is of course always one class b*R which is isomorphic to C(l),
namely, 0*R = {©I. The case n = 2 was excluded from the hypotheses of
Theorem 9 because [P(2)]m is the Boolean algebra B(2m ) [2]. In this case,
b-R = b - Cu} = {b} for every b€B(2m). Thus every ~  - equivalence class is
a singleton, there are 2m such classes, and each is isomorphic to C(l).
3 3As an example of Theorem 9, in [p (3)] there should be (^ ) = 3
3 2 3classes isomorphic to C(2), (^ ) = 3 classes isomorphic to [c(2)] , and ) = 1
class isomorphic to [c(2)]^. We have already seen this to be the case. For
a second and more complex example, consider the Post algebra [p (5)]4 . In
4 4this lattice there are (-) = 4 classes isomorphic to C(4), (2) = 6 classes
_ _2 4 r *i3 4isomorphic to Lc(4)J , (^ ) = 4 classes isomorphic to LC(4)J , and (^ ) = 1
class isomorphic to [c(4)]4 . Of course, [0000] 's C(1). The classes
b ’R, b € [p (5)]4 , and the direct products to which they are isomorphic are B
listed in Table 2.
DIRECT
PRODUCT
EQUIVALENCE CLASSES ISOMORPHIC 
TO THE DIRECT PRODUCT
c(D 0000-R
C(4) 0004-R, 0040•R, 0400*R, 4000-r
[C(4) ] 2 0044*R, 0404*R , 0440-R, 4004-R, 4040-r , 4400-R
[C(4) ] 3 0444-R, 4044-R, 4404-R, 4440-R
Cc(4) ] 4 4444-R
TABLE 2
THE STRUCTURE OF THE CLASSES b ‘R OF [p(5) ] 4
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According to Theorem 8 , b*R *= [c(n-l)]k if b / 0 and b ' R ^  C(l) if
b = 9. By Theorem 9, the number of classes b-R which are isomorphic to
[c(n-l)]k is (¡j11) . Writing the disjoint union 8 b*R = [P(n)]m
k b € [ P B(n)]m
using the structure of the products b*R, we obtain the decomposition
[p(n)]m = C(1) U [ U (”) X [C(n-l)]k]. For example, [p(5)]^ =
4 k=l R
CCD U C U (7) X [c(5-l)]k] = C(l) U4XC(4) U 6 X [c(4) ] 2 U 4 X  [c(4)]3 u[c(4)]4 . 
k=l k
By Corollary 4, the cardinality of LC(n-l)] is (n-1) . Using this in the
decomposition for [p(n)]m , we find that the number of elements in this 
m m klattice is 1 + £ (. ) X (n-1) . Employing the Binomial theorem, 
k=l k
1 +k - l ^  X (n"1)k =J?Q(k) X im"k)< (n_1)k = (n“1 + 1)m = Thus the
cardinality of [p(n)]m is nm , which is as it should be since this Post 
algebra is the direct product of m chains, each having length n. Therefore 
one byproduct of Theorems 8 and 9 is a computation of the cardinality of 
[P<n)]m .
However, these results can also be used in other ways. For
example, we know that [p(n)] contains ( ) equivalence classes which have
the structure LC(n-l)] for 1 < k < m, and one class which is isomorphic to
C(l). If we wish to identify those classes [y] having a given structure,
we need only recall that the 2m elements of [p (n)]m are those m-tuplesB
whose components are 0's and (n-l)'s [2], and that the set R consists of
all m-tuples, none of whose components are zero. To illustrate this,
suppose it is required to find those equivalence classes of [p (4)]^ which
are isomorphic to [c(3)]^. By Theorems 8 and 9, these are the (^ ) = 10
classes b*R for which b€[P_(4)]^ has precisely two nonzero components.B
17
Hence, these are the classes 00033*R, 00303-R, 00330-R, 03003-R, 03030.R,
03300-R, 30003-R, 30030-R, 30300-R and 33000-R, where R contains the 
53 = 243 5-tuples, none of whose components are zero.
V. IDEALS AND FILTERS
Now having available a number of characterizations of the 
equivalence classes [y] of [P(n)]m , we next employ several of these results 
to relate [y] to the ideals and filters of the Post algebra. Recall that a 
nonempty subset I of a lattice L is said to be an ideal of L if y, z€l 
implies y + z £ I , and y € I , z € L imply y - z € I . Thus if y £ I and z < y , 
then z£l. An ideal is called principal if it consists of all elements z in 
L satisfying z < y for a given y in L. Such an ideal is said to be 
generated by the element y and is denoted by (y). As an example of a 
principal ideal in a Post algebra, consider (2220) in [P(3)] , the 
lattice of Figure 2. According to the definition of principal ideal,
(2220) = {0000, 0010, 0020, 0100, 0110, 0120, 0200, 0210, 0220, 1000, 1010, 1020, 1100, 
1110,1120,1200,1210,1220,2000,2010,2020,2100,2110,2120,2200,2210,2220}. It 
is ideals generated by elements of [p (n)]m which are of special importance
.D
in the sequel.
As 0 <  z for all z £ [Pin)]111, it follows that (y) = [0 ,y].. Thus 
Theorem 5 can be restated in the following form.
Theorem 10; For each y£[p(n)]m , [y] = (Y) - U (b), where
b £A
A = {z £ [ p (n)]m |z < y } .D
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FIGURE 2
[P(3) ] 4 AND THE IDEAL (2220)
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As an example of this result, consider the class [y] = [1201]. Then Y =
2202, and, hence, (Y) = {0000,0001,0002,0100,0101,0102,0200,0201,0202, 
1000,1001,1002,1100,1101,1102,1200,1201,1202,2000,2001,2002,2100,2101, 
2102,2200,2201,2202). Now A = {0000,0002,0200,2000,0202,2002,2200}. Thus
U(b) = {oooo) u {0000,0001,0002} u [0000,0100,0200] u {0000,1000,2000} utoooo,
b £A
0001,0002,0100,0101,0102,0200,0201,0202} u {0000,0001,0002,1000,1001,1002,
2000,2001,2002} U {0 000,0100,0200,1000,1100,1200,2000,2100,2200} ={0000,0001,
0002,0100,0101,0102,0200,0201,0202, 1000, 1001, 1002, 1100, 1200,2000,2001,2002,
2100,2200}. Hence, [l20l] = {llOl,1102,1201,1202,2101,2102,2201,2202}. This
can be cross-checked with Theorem 6 . Since Y = 2202, Y*e^ = 1101. Therefore
[l20l] = [1101,2202] = {1101,1102,1201,1202,2101,2102,2201,2202}.
The greatest value of Theorem 10 is probably as a theoretical
result relating the classes [y] to ideals of [P(n)]m . It certainly will
not replace Theorem 6 as a method for computing equivalence classes.
However, it can be improved considerably as a computational device. If
b-,b„ £[p_(n)]m and b < b0 , then [0,b.] c  [0,b0]. Thus in Theorem 10, we 1 Z B L Z 1 Z
need only consider for the set A those elements b £ [p (n)]m which are
D
covered by Y in [p (n)]m ; that is, those elements b < Y for which there B
exists no element 0 € [p (n)]m satisfying b < 0 < Y . Hence if we let
D
A, = fb€[p„(n)]m |Y covers b in [p (n)]m}, the following variation of I B  B
Theorem 10 is immediate.
COROLLARY 11; For each y£[P(n)]m , [y] = (Y) - U (b) .
b € Aj_
Therefore in the last example we need only take the relative complements in 
(Y) of the ideals (0202), (2002) and (2200).
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Filters can also be used to characterize the equivalence classes
ty]. Recall that a nonempty subset F of a lattice L is called a filter of
L if y ,z € F implies y •z € F , and y € F , z € L imply y + z € F . Thus if y £ F and
y < z, then z€F. A filter is called principal if it consists of all
elements y € L  satisfying z < y for a given z in L. Such a filter is said
to be generated by z and is denoted by (z). As an example of a principal
filter in a Post algebra, consider (1200) in [p(3)]4 , the lattice given in
Figure 2. According to the definition of principal filter, (1200) = [l200,
1201, 1202, 1210, 1211, 1212, 1220, 1221, 1222, 2200, 2201, 2202, 2210, 2211, 2212,2220,
2221,2222}. As with ideals, the filters of most interest to us are the
ones generated by elements of [p (n)]m .B
As y <  U for all y € [P(n)]“ it follows that <z> = [z,u]. For our 
first result on filters, we recall that R = [e^u] by Corollary 7. Therefore 
the following characterization of R is immediate.
THEOREM 12; In [p(n)]m , R = ( e ^).
In [P(3)]3, R = <111); and in [p (3)]4 , R = <1111>.
Armed with Theorem 12, we are now prepared to relate an arbitrary 
equivalence class [y] to a filter of [p(n)]m . First recall that in DuCasse 
and Metze [4], the class [y] was shown to be the product Y*R. Using this 
result and Theorem 12, the following characterization of [y] is immediate.
COROLLARY 13; For each y€[P(n)]m , [y] = Y - ^ ) .
As an example of this result, consider the element y = 0221 of [P(3>]4 .
Then Y = 0222 and <e = <1111> = {1111,1112,1121,1122,1211,1212,1221,1222,
21
2111,2112,2121,2122,2211,2212,2221,2222}. Therefore C022l] = 0222*<1111> = 
{0222*1111, 0222*1112, 0222*1121, 0222*1122, 0222*1211, 0222*1212, 0222*1221, 
0222*1222, 0222.2111, 0222*2112, 0222*2121, 0222*2122, 0222*2211, 0222*2212, 
0222*2221, 0222*2222} = {0111,0112,0121,0122,0211,0212,0221,0222}. This can 
be quickly checked by Theorem 6 . As Y = 0222, Y-e^ = 0111. Consequently, 
[0221] = [0111,0222] = {0111,0112,0121,0122,0211,0212,0221,0222}.
In conclusion, we have shown in this report that the ~  - equivalence 
classes of [p(n)]m are not mere amorphous collections of objects. Theorems 2, 
5, 6 , and 8 have revealed a great deal of information on the nature and 
structure of these classes. We have also related the classes [y] to the 
ideals and filters of [P(n)]m . It is hoped that the knowledge gained from 
these results will be useful in the further development of a comprehensive 
theory of multiple-valued switching systems based on the concept of Post 
algebra.
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